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By Antony Ward, David Randall, Nevercenter

Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 244 x 188 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Create high-quality models in no time at all with these
comprehensive, full-color, techniques and tutorials from Antony Ward and David Randall. These
step-by-step tutorials walk readers through the creation of a high-quality female model while
teaching you the basics and principles behind 3D modeling in Silo - including modeling the face and
clothes, creating textures, and posing the character. The companion website includes all of the
tutorial and project files. This book is officially endorsed and co-written by the creators of Silo,
Nevercenter. Features include: - See how to create three main models - A base mesh, a detailed
female base mesh and the final cover character, Jade Raven. - Covers both organic and hard
surface modeling techniques. - Introduces the reader to more advanced Silo tools like Paint
Displacement and UV Mapping. - Full of bonus material and information to make you a more
efficient 3D artist. - The techniques featured can also be applied to other 3D applications, making
the skills you will learn easily transferable. - Get money off Silo with the discount code included.
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any moment
of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V

The ebook is great and fantastic. We have read and i also am sure that i am going to likely to go through once again again down the road. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Er ica  Tur cotte-- Er ica  Tur cotte
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